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ABSTRACT 
 
Using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as encoded in the density functional theory (DFT), we 
performed a first principles calculation to investigate the structural, electronic and mechanical properties of 
the novel NiZrSi. The non-magnetic half Heusler NiZrSi is found to be an elastically and mechanically 
stable and ductile material. From the formation energy of -0.904 eV obtained for NiZrSi alloy, the material 
can be explored experimentally. The electronic band structure calculation shows that NiZrSi is a 
semiconductor with an indirect band gap of about 0.90 eV. NiZrSi is an ionically bonded anisotropic 
material as is gathered from the poison ratio and Cauchy pressure 0f 217.817 kbar, it has a Debye 
temperature of 441.33 K. Elastic and mechanical properties such as Poisson’s ratio, Cauchy’s pressure, the 
various moduli, anisotropy, Lame’s coefficients, Kleinman’s parameters and the micro hardness are also 
computed according to the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation. It is indicative that NiZrSi compound might 
find application in devices requiring high thermal conductivity. 
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1.1.1.1. INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    

 
The Heusler compounds have attracted tremendous attention by way of research since its discovery by 
Heusler in 1903 [1]. One of the most attractive things about this family of alloys is the ease with which it can 
be tuned for the desired output. For example, Heusler [1,2] discovered that though none of Cu, Mn and Al 
were ferromagnets, yet upon research, Cu2MnAl turned out to be a ferromagnetic compound. Ever since, 
several other interesting possibilities have been illuminated on by research reports. To buttress this, Felser 
et al [3] showed that just by counting the valence electrons of a Heusler compound, the magnetic properties 
of the compound can possibly be predicted. The work of Sakurada and Sutoh [4] on (Zr,Hf)NiSn showed 
that by the chemical composition of the compounds, the band gaps can be tuned. The classes of Heusler 
alloys and their compounds seem to be inexhaustive as seen in the numerous reports both from first 
principles and experiments [5-13]. The nomenclature of the Heusler family is predominantly the full and 
half Heusler alloys. Though there are other nomenclatures which are basically offshoots. 
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The half Heusler alloy was first reported by de Groot et al in 1983 [14]. They are ternary compounds 
comprising two transition metals and a main group element [14], though the composition of the alloys 
varies. Some conventions follow the order of electronegativity, some are based on alphabetical ordering and 
some others more often than not, are composed randomly. 
 
Going by the Slater-Pauling rule [15], the 18-valence electron concentration (VEC) compounds ought to be 
semiconductors. True to their predictions on this behavior, several 18-VEC compounds have been proved 
both experimentally and first principles based on density functional theory (DFT) to be semiconductors 
[15-18]. The semiconducting half Heusler alloys can also be tuned to display the band gap as a function of 
the average spin-orbit coupling expressed by the average nuclear charge over the atoms in the unit cell [19]. 
For effective prediction of the usefulness of a compound, the compound must satisfy the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for mechanical stability. Hence, this paper reports the structural, electronic and 
mechanical properties of ZrNiSi half Heusler compound from first principles.  The properties mentioned 
above are vital to the accurate predictions of the of the stability and possible application of this novel 
compound in the technological industry. ZrNiSi is a novel non-magnetic 18-valence electron half Heusler 
alloy.  
 
2.2.2.2.    METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY    
 
The structural and electronic properties of the material was investigated using the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) [20] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation functional [21] of 
the spin polarized density functional theory as implemented in the quantum espresso code (QE) [22,23]. 
Doing a self-consistent-functional (scf) test by varying the lattice parameter and interpolating with the energy, 
the optimal lattice parameter of the material was determined. This also applied to the k-point in the Brillion 
zone around the system and the plane wave cutoff energy. We did a structural optimization test for the 
conventional Wyckoff positions and two other Wyckoff positions by varying the lattice parameters between 
-0.5 ≤ 11.0100 ≤ 0.5 at a step of 0.1. The behavior of the alloys at equilibrium temperature in terms of the 
volume and pressure was calculated by fitting the result obtained from the total energy calculation to the 
Birch-Murnaghan equation of state [24-26]. The equilibrium kinetic energy cutoff and k-point mesh were 
subjected to the convergence test.   
 
Hence all calculations were done using 70 and 700 for ecutwfc and ecutrho respectively. The system was 
treated as a ferromagnetic system in FCC crystalized phase. A Monkhorst-Pack [27] 8 x 8 x 8 k-point mesh 
was used for the SCF calculation. For computing the density of states, a denser grid of 20 x 20 x 20 with a 
tetrahedra occupation was used. We selected a dense high symmetry k-points for the FCC structure using 
(X-window) Crystalline Structures and Densities (XCrySDen) package [28,29] for the band structure 
calculations. The mechanical properties were determined using the thermo-pw package [30] as a post-proc 
in QE by the Voigt-Reuss-Hills (VRH) approximation [31-33].  
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3.3.3.3.    RESULTSRESULTSRESULTSRESULTS    AND DISCUSSIONAND DISCUSSIONAND DISCUSSIONAND DISCUSSION    
    
3.13.13.13.1    Structural Structural Structural Structural PPPPropertiesropertiesropertiesroperties    
NiZrSi half Heusler compound with a 1:1:1 stoichiometry crystallizes in the cubic MgAgAs-like C1b 

structure which exhibits a vacant site in the 4b Wyckoff position in the space group (number) mF 34 (216). 
Ni, Zr, and Si occupy Wyckoff positions 4a (0,0,0), 4c (0.25,0.25,0.25) and 4d (0.75,0.75,0.75) respectively. 
Figure 1.0 shows the structure of the primitive cell. The lattice constant of 11.0107 a.u. (5.82662 Å) was 
obtained after a geometrical optimization was carried out by varying the lattice parameter between -0.5 to 
0.5 at intervals of 0.1.  The three possible Wykoff positions for half Heusler alloys were explored and were 
all found to be equally probable, the convergence of the energy versus the volume as fitted to the 
Murnaghan equation of state is presented in Figure 2. To further determine the structural stability of the 
compound and the possibility of synthesizing, the formation energy is calculated using the relation. 
 

( ) ( ) ( )
zyxf EEEzyxEzyxE ++−=∆ ,,,,        (1) 

 
From results obtained, the compound is structurally stable with a formation energy of -0.903, posing the 
possibility of synthetization. The energy for each element as against the total energy is also reported in 
Table 1. The results obtained for the total energy at different volumes from the optimization process were 
fitted to the Murnaghan equation of state [26]. Results for the structural parameters which includes volume, 
bulk modulus, derived bulk modulus, total energy, lattice constant and the formation energy with the atomic 
positions are also presented in Table 1.   
 
Table I.Table I.Table I.Table I.    Lattice constant Lattice constant Lattice constant Lattice constant (a.u(a.u(a.u(a.u....)))), total energy , total energy , total energy , total energy (Ry)(Ry)(Ry)(Ry), bulk modulus , bulk modulus , bulk modulus , bulk modulus (GPA)(GPA)(GPA)(GPA), the derivative of the bulk , the derivative of the bulk , the derivative of the bulk , the derivative of the bulk 

modulus, volume modulus, volume modulus, volume modulus, volume (a.u(a.u(a.u(a.u....))))     3333,,,,    and the formation energy and the formation energy and the formation energy and the formation energy (Ry)(Ry)(Ry)(Ry)    ofofofof    NiZrSi compoundNiZrSi compoundNiZrSi compoundNiZrSi compound    in the most stable in the most stable in the most stable in the most stable 
statestatestatestate....    
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(Ry)(Ry)(Ry)(Ry)    

11.0111.0111.0111.01    -539.81 
 

-185.38 
 

-307.02 
 

-46.49 
 

148.00 4.04 333.72 -0.904 

 

 
Fig.1 Primitive cell Fig.1 Primitive cell Fig.1 Primitive cell Fig.1 Primitive cell of of of of NiZrSi compound.NiZrSi compound.NiZrSi compound.NiZrSi compound.    
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Fig. 2Fig. 2Fig. 2Fig. 2    total energy versus the total energy of NiZrSi fitted to the Murnaghan equation of state.total energy versus the total energy of NiZrSi fitted to the Murnaghan equation of state.total energy versus the total energy of NiZrSi fitted to the Murnaghan equation of state.total energy versus the total energy of NiZrSi fitted to the Murnaghan equation of state.    

    
3.23.23.23.2    Electronic Electronic Electronic Electronic PPPPropertiesropertiesropertiesroperties    
The band gap was calculated along the high symmetry path K – G – X – W – K – G – L. This path was 
carefully chosen using XCrySDen. Ni, Zr and Si have valence electrons of 3d8 4s2, 4d2 5s2 and 3s2 p2 
respectively and a valence electron concentration of 18. Hence, as predicted by the Slater-Pauling rule, 
NiZrSi is a non-magnetic semiconductor with an indirect band gap of 0.90 eV between the minimum 
conduction band (MCB) at X and the maximum valence band (mVB) at gamma (G). the density of state 
was computed using a denser k-point mesh of 20 x 20 x20 on the PBE-GGA exchange correlation 
functional and a linear tetrahedra method. The structure of the band gap and the electronic density of states 
is shown in Fig. 3, the optical gap at gamma is relatively larger (2.40 eV). There is an evenly distributed band 
of -4.0 eV to 4.0 eV as is expected for a half Heusler semiconductor. However, the activity of the electrons 
at the maximum valence band around the Fermi level shows a level of electron concentration just about 
0.15 eV away from the Fermi level. This makes electron mobility highly probable.   
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Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.    Band structure and density of state for NiZrSi compound where MCB is the minimum conduction 

band at X and mVB is the maximum valence band at gamma (G) and the dashed line is the fermi 
energy level. 

    
3.33.33.33.3    Mechanical PropertiesMechanical PropertiesMechanical PropertiesMechanical Properties    
The technological usefulness of a material cannot be ascertained without testing the mechanical stability of 
that material. Hence, inter-phasing thermo-pw with QE, the mechanical properties of the compound is 
computed and the results for the mechanical stability reported. Reports from the work of Max Born and 
collaborators [34, 35] gave rather explicit requirements for the mechanical (elastic) stability of a cubic crystal 
lattice as:  
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These equations are often referred to as the Born stability criteria. However, these criteria cannot predict 
the stability of the material in its entirety. So, a crystalline structure can also be classified as stable by the 
energy of the crystal as defined by Eqn. (3), that is, in the absence of external load in the harmonic 

approximation [36] and if the elastic energy is a positive definite ( )0,0 ≠∀> εE . 
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This condition is termed the elastic stability criterion. It has to satisfy the necessary and sufficient stability 
conditions that the matrix C and the eigenvalues of C are favorable [36]. Against this background, the results 
of the elastic constants for the FCC structure of NiZrSi are presented in table II. 
 
 
Table II.Table II.Table II.Table II.    Elastic thermal conductivity properties of Elastic thermal conductivity properties of Elastic thermal conductivity properties of Elastic thermal conductivity properties of NiZrSi compoundNiZrSi compoundNiZrSi compoundNiZrSi compound    in kbarin kbarin kbarin kbar    using the Born stability using the Born stability using the Born stability using the Born stability 

criteria andcriteria andcriteria andcriteria and    the Debye temperature (the Debye temperature (the Debye temperature (the Debye temperature (
DΘ ))))    in Kin Kin Kin K....    

 
Compound Compound Compound Compound     CCCC11111111----CCCC12121212    CCCC11111111+2C+2C+2C+2C12121212    CCCC44444444        DΘ     

NiNiNiNiZrZrZrZrSi Si Si Si     1539.15 4096.38 634.60 441.330 

 
 
For crystals, the bulk modulus B defines the ability of the material to resist fracture while resistance to 
plastic deformation is measured by the shear modulus. The deduction of these properties has been put 
forth by the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximations [31-33] as 
 

( )RV BBB +=
2

1
; ( )RV GGG +=

2

1
     (4) 

 
Where B is the bulk modulus, BV and BR are the Voigt and Reuss bound of the bulk modulus. G is the 
shear modulus while GV and GR are the Voigt and the Reuss bound of the shear modulus. The Debye 
temperature

DΘ  plays a crucial role in predicting the thermal properties of a material. It marks the 

difference between the high and low-temperature regions of a crystal alloy. By default, a higher 
DΘ defines 

a material to have a higher thermal conductivity [37]. The Debye temperature was computed from the 
average sound velocity using: 
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π

3
1

4

3








=Θ        (5) 

 
Where h is Planck’s constant, KB is Boltzmann’s constant, n is the number of atoms per unit cell, NA is 

Avogadro’s number, ρ  is density and M is the molecular weight. sν  is the sound velocity at a pressure of 

zero. The result for
DΘ  in Table II. suggests the tendency of a high thermal conductivity with a value of 

441.33 K also at zero pressure. 
 
Table III shows results for the bulk, Young, shear moduli (B, E, and G) and the Poisson ratio (n) as 
computed by the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average of the Voigt approximation and the Reuss approximation. The 
anisotropic factor (A) which as opposed to isotropy describes the properties of the alloys in different 
directions was evaluated using the relation. 
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Following the rule of any value greater or less than 1 to be anisotropic [36] as it is known that the value of 1 
indicates isotropy, it is evident that the compound is anisotropic with a value of 0.83. 
 

Table Table Table Table IIIIIIIIIIII    Elastic constants Elastic constants Elastic constants Elastic constants 11
C ,,,, 12

C ,,,, 44
C     of of of of NiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSi    with with with with results forresults forresults forresults for    the Cauchy’s pressurethe Cauchy’s pressurethe Cauchy’s pressurethe Cauchy’s pressure    Young’s Young’s Young’s Young’s 

modulus (E), shearmodulus (E), shearmodulus (E), shearmodulus (E), shear    modulus (modulus (modulus (modulus (GGGG), ), ), ), bulk bulk bulk bulk modulus (B), modulus (B), modulus (B), modulus (B), Pugh’sPugh’sPugh’sPugh’s    ratio (B/G), Poisson ratio (ratio (B/G), Poisson ratio (ratio (B/G), Poisson ratio (ratio (B/G), Poisson ratio (v),v),v),v),    and and and and 
the the the the anisotropy (anisotropy (anisotropy (anisotropy (AAAA))))    

    
CompoundCompoundCompoundCompound    

11
C     
(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    

12
C     
(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    

44
C     
(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    

CCCC’’’’’’’’    
(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    

EEEE    
(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    

GGGG    
(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    

BBBB    
(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    

B/GB/GB/GB/G    vvvv    AAAA    

NiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSi    2391.5
6 

852.41 634.60 217.82 1761.76 685.53 1365.46 1.99 0.29 0.83 

 
The ratio of stress to strain as given by the young’s modulus which measures the level of stiffness of a 
material. A stiff material has a high young’s modulus meanwhile a ductile material has a low young’s 
modulus. It is given by the relation; 
 

GB

BG
E

+
=

3

9
       (7) 

 
The Poisson ratio v  measures the absolute value of the ratio of transverse contraction strain to the 
longitudinal extension strain and is given as 
 

( )GB

GB
v

+

−
=

32

23
       (8) 

 
The Poisson ratio for most stable elastic materials range from 0.0 to 0.5. The results presented in Table 1II 
shows that NiZrSi is a ductile material and by default, also a malleable material. Considering our material as 
surface free of constraint, the results for the Poisson ratio further buttresses that it is stable. The Poisson’s 
ratio can also be used as indicator in bond sorting. For a typical covalently bonded compound, the value of 
the Poisson ratio should be lower than 0.25 while that of a typical ionic compound is nearly 0.25 or more 
[38]. The ratio of 0.29 shows that the elements in the compound are ionically bonded.  
 

The Cauchy’s pressure [ ]
4412

CCC −=′′ and Pugh rule [39] defines the brittleness or ductility of a 
material, Pugh proposes that the critical value between brittleness and ductility is 1.75, below this value, the 
material is brittle, and above it, the material is ductile, while the Cauchy’s pressure predicts that materials 
with negative values are brittle and positive values are ductile. The sign of the Cauchy pressure of the 
dominant covalently bonded compounds is also negative while it is positive for the compounds with 
dominant ionic bonds [40]. Results presented in Table IV shows that the material is ductile with a Pugh 
value of 1.9918 and a Cauchy pressure of 217.81704. 
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Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV    Lame’s coefficients (Lame’s coefficients (Lame’s coefficients (Lame’s coefficients (λ     and and and and µ ), Kleinman’s), Kleinman’s), Kleinman’s), Kleinman’s    parameter parameter parameter parameter ((((ς ), and the micro hardness parameter ), and the micro hardness parameter ), and the micro hardness parameter ), and the micro hardness parameter 
(H) (H) (H) (H) of of of of NiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSi        

 
CompoCompoCompoCompoundundundund    λ     (kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    µ     (kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    ς     HHHH    

(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)(kbar)    
NiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSiNiZrSi    942.99 682.85 634.60 217.82 
 
 
The parameters λ  and µ known as the Lame constants predicts the hardness of a compound. λ , which is 
the first Lame constant, describes the possibility of compressibility in compounds, and the second Lame 
constant µ , describes the shear stiffness of compounds, these constants are obtained using Eqn. (9) [41] 
 

( )( ) ( )υ
µ

υυ

υ
λ

+
=

−+
=

12
,

211

EE
     (9) 

 
Result obtained for the Lame constants are presented in Table IV and further predict NiZrSi to be 
anisotropic since for isotropic systems, λ  and µ are expected to be equivalent to C12 and C44 respectively. 

However, the values obtained and reported in Table IV shows otherwise. Another useful parameter that 
shows the bending and stretching capability of a compound is the Kleinman parameter, ς  , it is computed 
using Eqn. (10) 

1211

1211

27

8

CC

CC

+

+
=ς       (10) 

 
The operational principle of the Kleinman capacity is that at a value approaching 1 (0), minimum bond 
stretching (bending) is attained. The value 0.499 obtained shows that NiZrSi is equally prone to bond 
stretching and bending. Equation (11) shows the relation for the micro hardness parameter H as adopted 
from ref. [41].  

( )υ

υ

+

−
=

16

)21( E
H       (11) 

 
The 955.90 kbar obtained as H shows that NiZrSi is a super hard material, as it exceeds the prescribed 
value for super hard materials by about 500 kbar.  
    
4.4.4.4.    CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION    
    
First-principles calculation is performed to study the structural, elastic, mechanical and thermodynamic 
properties of NiZrSi non-magnetic half Heusler compound in the face centered cubic phase. To that end, 
calculations were performed using the density functional theory and the PBE-GGA exchange-correlation 
energy functional as implemented in the quantum espresso code. To ascertain the structural stability, the 
optimized structural parameters like lattice constants, bulk moduli, and total energy were obtained and 
satisfied the Born elastic stability conditions for structural stability. Results for the elastic constant and 
mechanical properties show that NiZrSi is a ductile  but very hard ionically bonded compound. This 
deduction is drawn from the behavior of both the Poisson ratio, Cauchy’s pressure, Lame constants, and 
Kleinman parameter. The test for either isotropy or anisotropy was carried out and we report that the 
compound is anisotropic since the value obtained deviated from unity.  
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These results are good enough predictions to inspire experimental simulations of NiZrSi for possible 
application in thermoelectric devices. The high 

DΘ of 441.33 K shows a reasonable probability of 

application in devices needing high thermal conductivity. 
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